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NAIL BAR (1/2)
We offer two ways to relax with our Hand and Foot treatments:

DRIFT TIP

Luxurious soaking treatment of either an allnatural dead sea salt soak or coconut milk bath
to hydrate the skin and calm the mind.

Blissful waterless treatment includes a relaxing
massage with our Signature Botanical Spray and
a warm towel wrap infused with essential oils to
ease the mind, body and soul.

For Gel Polish Application on hands, we only provide a dry manicure to increase the longevity of your gel polish
wear.
If you plan on receiving regular polish for your hands, keep in mind they may take over 2hrs to completely dry;
so make this appointment the last thing you have planned for the day.
Add-on’s must be requested at time of booking.
Please remember to bring your own flip-flops if you plan on receiving regular polish on your toes as polish may
take up to 2hrs to completely dry. (Disposable flip flops may be purchased for an additional charge)

Speedy Foot Treatment

Choice of soothing soak or blissful waterless treatment, nail trimming/shaping, cuticle care, choice of allnatural scrub, and hydrating cream application. Finish off with choice of non-toxic polish or natural buff.

55

Signature Foot Treatment

Includes Speedy Treatment plus an additional relaxing foot and leg massage and callous removal.

65

Luxe Foot Treatment

Includes our Signature Treatment plus extra pampering with a hot stone massage.

80

Speedy Hand Treatment

Treat your hands to a soothing soak or blissful waterless treatment, nail trimming/shaping, cuticle care,
and hydrating lotion application. Finish off with choice of non-toxic polish or natural buff.

45

Signature Hand Treatment

Includes Speedy Treatment plus your choice of an exfoliating all-natural scrub and relaxing hand and
arm massage.

55

Luxe Hand Treatment

Includes our Signature Treatment plus extra pampering with a hot stone massage.

65

Luxe Hand and Foot Treatment Combo

Our most popular and indulgent treatments combined

125

Gel Polish Maintenance

Within three weeks of your last gel polish treatment with Drift. Includes gel polish removal and reapplication, minimal shaping and cuticle care.

50 | +5 for French Polish
Prices and services subject to change.
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NAIL BAR (2/2)
For Gel Polish Application on hands, we only provide a dry manicure to increase the longevity of your gel polish
wear.
If you plan on receiving regular polish for your hands, keep in mind they may take over 2hrs to completely dry;
so make this appointment the last thing you have planned for the day.
Add-on’s must be requested at time of booking.
Please remember to bring your own flip-flops if you plan on receiving regular polish on your toes as polish may
take up to 2hrs to completely dry. (Disposable flip flops may be purchased for an additional charge)

Gel Extensions (New Set)

Waterless Speedy Hand Treatment and gel polish included

75+

Gel Extensions (Fill)

Waterless Speedy Hand Treatment and gel polish included

60+

Artificial Nail Removal

Includes removal of acrylic or gel nails

40

Regular Polish Application Only

Shaping and cuticle care are excluded

20

Petite Treatment

Includes a soothing soak or waterless treatment, nail trimming/ shaping, all-natural scrub, hydrating
lotion and choice of non-toxic polish or natural buff. (12 years and under)

Hands 20 | Feet 25

Midday Escape (Weekdays 1pm - 4pm)

Enjoy 15% off services (Some exclusions apply. Promos cannot be combined.) Excludes lash extensions,
nano brows, all maintenance services, gel extension sets, and RMT treatments.

ADD-ONS
Nail Art Lv1 (dots/lines)
5+
Nail Art Lv2 (ombre/reverse French)
10+
Nail Art Lv3 (marble/intricate/custom)
15+
Gel Polish
15
Regular French Polish
10
French Gel Polish
20
Gel Polish Removal
With Service is Complimentary | Without Service 20

Prices and services subject to change.

